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Abstract 

Zmap is a differential-algebraic High-order map extrac- 
tion program for t,he systematic circular accelerator pro- 
gram Teapot. Its application to the SSC is outlined in this 
paper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At present, serious long-term stability studies of circu- 
lar accelerator machines require element-by-element track- 
ing of charged particles. For example, a dynamic aperture 
study of the Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) usually 
requires IO5 turn computat’ional tracking of approximately 
a hundred protons through more than lo4 elements each 
turn. Each of these simulations requires about 20 hours 
Gray CPU time [l]. S ince a circular accelerator machine is 
periodic, the static nonlinear lattice might be represented 
by a one-turn map. The one-turn map must have the fol- 
lowing properties: (a) it must be simpler than the original 
elenlent-by-clement description of the nonlinear lattice so 
that enormous computer time can be saved for the study of 
the circular accelerator; and, (b) all (or certain) important 
informat,ion in the original element-by-element nonlinear 
static latt,ice must be included, that is, the one-turn map 
must represent the original element-by-element lattice well 
enough for specific studies (though it can not represent the 
original latt#ice exact,ly). 

Zmap [2] was developed in the hope that the two prop- 
erties mentioned above would be satisfied. Zmap is a 
differential-algebraic [3] map extraction program. It was 
developed for extracting one-turn Taylor maps from the 
systematic circular accelerat,or program Teapot [4]. The 
pc,st-Teapot tracking program Ztrack [5] was used to take 
advantage of the available set-up of the two necessary in- 
put, files. One is the machine file named Zfile provided by 
Teapot, which describes the nonlinear lattice. The ot,her 
is the command file named Zcmd which in Zmap describes 
how the one-turn map is to be extracted, e.g. the order 
and the dimension of the Taylor map. ArithmeGc oper- 
ations for initializations, kicks, and drifts of Teapot are 
dire& translated int,o calls to the corresponding multi- 
variable polynomial operation subroutines of ZLIB [6]. If 
rrquctstrd by the command file Zcmd, Zmap will find the 
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dispersed closed orbit and then extract a one-turn map 
with respect to this closed orbit. Note that the dispersed 
closed orbit is expressed as a polynomial of the energy de- 
viation to a specified order. 

II. THE TAYLOR MAP 

For a 3-dimensional case, a closed-orbit, Taylor map ex- 
tracted with Zmap up to the a order can be expressed 
as follows (adapting the same notational convention as in 
ZLIB manual [S]). 

m, : z’= C(z) 12 qq* 
k=l 

where irepresents the conanica.1 coordinat,es and their COII- 
jugate momenta, i.e. its transpose is given by 

z’T - - [q , z2, . . , “76 I = [dLY&,~&]~ 

the transpose of the VTPS (vect,or truncat,ed power series) 
is given by 

C*(Z) = [U,(l). C,i,(q, ljs(Z): U4(Z‘), C5(T), Ufj(Z)]; 

and 
P E [kt,k2>...,kij]; 

$ 3 $I.& k6. “t G2 .,.i6 , 

k=k ki, for 0 < k, 5 R; - 
i=l 

5 
5 summat,ion over a.11 z’s for k = 1, 2, , 0. 

k=l 

Note that Pz) Py) and PJ are the conjugak momenta of .z, 
y, and 6 respectively, where x and ?/ are the horizontal and 
vertical deviations from the closed orbit and 5 = LIE/E is 
the energy deviation from t#he on-momentum energy. Com- 
putationally, only the coeficenets G(i) of the VTPS 1?(?) 

are stored and manipulated. The coefficients G(g) is given 

by 

C?-(k) = [Ill(k), m(k), w(k), m(k), 715(k): m(k)], 

where, for limit#ed memory available in thr computers, each 
ofthe Us corresponding to the TPS Ui(q, for i = 1, 2, 
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Figure 1: turn-by-turn phase space plot,s of a elemen-by 
elennent~ tracking and its associated 12th-order Taylor map 
tracking for 400 turns 

c is stored as a one-dimensional array although the index 
k is a vector. 

III. TAYLOR MAP TRACKING 

One serious qu&ion is whether the one-turn Taylor map 
cont,ains wougl~ information for the study of the long-term 
stability. In view of the fact that t.he nonlinear effects in 
thr SSC (or ot,her alternating gradient synchrotrons) are 
tiuc to chromat,icit.ies, magnet errors and orbit errors and 
their associat,ed corrections, which must be small enough 
compared t,o t,hc leading linear effects in the domain of 
intcxrest. t,herc must, exist. a one-turn Taylor map, truncated 
at suit,ably high order that works. The question is therefore 
not whether the one-t,urn Taylor map works, but how high 
the t,runcat.ed order of a Taylor map should be in order to 
(‘Ilsur(’ it,s reliability. One simple way of checking this is 
to USP t,hc Taylor snap for particle tracking. The tracking 
formula is given by 

2-i = 111 Z Z-i- 1 = 

k=l 

where the coefficient,s u’(A) are kept constant and the turn- 
by-turn phasr space coordinates h are obtained by sub- 
stituting t,he previous turn phase space coordinates Fi-1 
int.o the truncat,ed multi-variable polynomial of order an. 
Taylor 111ap tracking subroutines in ZLIR can be called to 
perform t,hese map t,rackings. 

Sl~own in Figure 1 are two phase space (z,pz) plots for 
400 turns, in the same frame, one from element-by-element, 
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Figure 2: 105-turn survival plots for a 2-TeV, 5cm- 
diameter dipole inj&ion lattice of the SSC, comparing 
the data from an 12th-order Taylor-map (extracted with 
Zmap) tracking with the data from it#s associated “Ztrack” 
element-by-element tracking. 

tracking.with the post-Teapot tracking program Ztrack for 
an SSC injection lattice with 5cm-diameter dipole multi- 
pole errors and the other from its associated 12th-order 
Taylor-map t,racking. A particle is launched at a beta- 
tron amplitude x = y = 8.1 mm in each of the t,wo track- 
ings. Note that dynamic aperture of this injection lattice is 
about 8.1 mm. The two phase space plots are hardly dis- 
tinguishable within the resolution of this figure. Indeed, 
the accuracy of one turn Taylor map tracking for this case 
is about 8 digits compared to its associated element-by- 
element tracking. 

Figure 2 shows two survival plots, in the same frame, 
comparing tracking dat,a for a hundred t,housa.nd turns 
from “Ztrack” element-by-element t,racking for the sanlc 

SSC inject,ion lattice and from its associated 12t,h-order 
one-turn-Taylor-map tracking. Although the map tracking 
results and the element-by-element tracking results are not 
identical, they agree in the global behaviour up to one mil- 
lion turns, as well as in many other details. Including the 
time for extracting the one-turn Taylor map, obtaining a 
survival plot with reasonable detail up to 10 million turns 
(the required prot,on-coasting time of the SSC injection 
lattice), a 12th-order Taylor-map t,racking is more than 10 
times faster than the corresponding “Ztrack” element-by- 
element tracking for the SSC injection lattice. However, 
such a comparison of computational speed is not suitable 
for short-term trackings. 

Ba.sed on our experience [7], an llth-order Taylor map 
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is sufficient for the SSC dynamic aperture study up to 10” 
turns. However a 10th or a 9th order maps would not be 
suitable. Futher studies [8] show that the problem of the 
lOt,h and 9th order Taylor maps is that they are not sym- 
plectic enough [9]. The effects from artificial diffusion due 
to the missing of higher-order effects become significant 
after lo5 turns for the 10th and 9th order map trackings. 
However, a St#l-order Taylor map for t,he SSC lattice con- 
tains enough important information for long-term study. 
If one symplect,ifes the St&order Taylor map by adding 
small artificial terms for orders larger than the 9th order 
using Dragt,-Finn factorizat,ion [lo] and reexpands the map 
into an llth-order or a 12th-order Taylor map, one ob- 
tains roughly the same dynamic aperture at lo6 turn as 
before [8]. Therefore, for long-term stability study, one 
could co~~cluclc t,hat for a Taylor map to be symplectic 
enough requires a higher t,runcation order than the trun- 
cation order required for the same Taylor map to contain 
sufficierlt~ important, informat,ion. Thus, one can always 
extract a Taylor map with a truncat#ion order that is high 
cnougll t,o contain sufficient important information (but 
not nfcrssarily symplectic enough) and then symplectify 
it for long-tc,rln t.racking [ll] [12]. 

Iv. xkK.4LYSIS OF i\ 1'pIYLOR &TAP 
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